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 This exciting multiplayer ninja survival game pits 4 players in a free-for-all fight to the death where only the last player
standing will survive! Win your way through 40 levels in this game as you collect stars as you fight. Game Features: – Four

player fighting with the latest Price: $29.99 ]]>Battle between the Ninjas – an Action Game With a Touch of Strategy Mon, 19
Mar 2018 03:57:51 +0000 between the Ninjas – an Action Game With a Touch of Strategy: This action game with strategy
allows you to create your own ninja and have a great, co-op experience in combat. You can add to your ninja’s skills with
mystical skills, you can choose a powerful weapon and level it up, and you can even choose the […] ]]>Battle between the

Ninjas – an Action Game With a Touch of Strategy: This action game with strategy allows you to create your own ninja and
have a great, co-op experience in combat. You can add to your ninja’s skills with mystical skills, you can choose a powerful

weapon and level it up, and you can even choose the best ninjas to make up your team. It is a game of challenges and strategy,
but the game is also full of fun. Features All you need to start the game is a mouse and a keyboard – no controller is required.

There are 30 levels in this game and every level increases in difficulty – from the first level where you only have your hand and
feet as your weapon, and no ninjas, to the last level where you have two ninjas and a sword. You can choose from nine different
ninjas, and the ninjas also have different mystical skills and weapons available. The ninjas have a huge variety of weapons, and
you can use weapons from the traditional way, and by using their special skills. You can even mix and match weapons, and you
can also specialise your team by giving each of them different skills. Every enemy also has different attacks, and by completing

a level you can pick up special coins and diamonds. These special coins can be used to unlock different weapons and ninjas.
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